
Definition
the union of all faces of Dh is the

BOUNDARY of On Written 20

The OPEN SIMPLEX In is

on gon the
interior of on

Gluing simplices together
in a principled

way yields a D COMPLEX

Definition

A O COMPLEX STRUCTURE

on a space X is a collection of

maps by O x with n depending

on the index 2 such that

The restriction Glyn is injective
and each point of X is in the image

of exactly one such restriction Glyn



Each restriction of G to a

face of on is one of the maps

by on X Here we are identifying

the face of on with on by

the canonical linear homeomorphism
between them that preserves the

ordering of the vertices

i A set A ex is open

651 A is open in on
for each 62

I rules
out trivialities

like regarding
all the
points as
individual
vertices



One consequence of Ciii is

that X can be built as a quotient

space of a collection of disjoint
simplices inductively start with

a discrete set of vertices
attach edges to producegraphs

attach triangles or 2 simplices etc

SIMPLICIAL HOMOLOGY

Definition
Let On x bethe free abelian

group with basis the open

n simplices ed of X

Elements of On x are called

N chains and can be

_



written as finite formal sums

with coefficientsmean

We 22 Equivalently
we could

write nabs where Gox
is the characteristic map of

EL with image the closure

of Gh
Example quoi Enid WordV2

if up is a 1 chain

Egor Viridis a 2 chain

2EverD is a 2 chain



the boundary of this 2 simplex
consists of 1 simplices Era Wait D
We might say that the boundary

of f is the 1 chain formed

by the sum of the faces Ivor until

Eve Va However we must take orientations

into account

Definition

the BOUNDARY HOMOMORPHISM

In OnG On x

is specified on basis elements

an 8 GIGIever.fi in
this is well defiled
since each restriction G Eva ski gun



Examples
to thecharacteristic map
of an at simplex

É Reviewer
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Ernie until
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Lemma
the composition on G In 4 Only
is here
Proof

In 2 Ei f 1 blue vi und and hence

anan 6 2mi Eft blogpi tn
C15 an 1Here Fi in

C 1 tabla if did

gel
1 blew vi is vn

Esta'tblues iii iii in

Ef ti blew fi if D
The latter two summations cancel



since after switching
i j in the

second sum it becomes the negative

of the first
B

the algebraic situation we havenow

is a sequenceof homomorphisms

of abelian groups

enter 4
2 0

with On anti D for each in

Such a sequence is called a CHAIN

COMPLEX NOTATION C

The equation 22nd is equivalent

to the inclusion Imani Kern where



Iman denotes the image of Intl

Kenan the kernel of 2n

Definition

Let C 2 be a chain complex

The n the homology group of c 2

µ kN
many

Elements of Ker 2n are called

cycles and elements of Im ont
boundaries Elements of th are

cosets of Iman called homology

classes Two cycles representing the

same homology class are said
to be

homologous



go

Definition
When Cn On x the homology

group Kerry is denoted
Iman

by H x and called the

nth simplicial homologyIntuition Hi x captures

group of X the information
about n dim

holes in X

ExampledHomology groupsof X

X

j
D x Vonk Kia
Oak EvoraEvan
Ever ErnieErnie

Ela can
DID Evonne

Kia Evo Voltage 03 x O



I

Chain complex associated to X

07026 0,17 70.4 0

22 veinVa

unit rent Even
Kero is trivial so Ha x 0

Also Hi x 0 for 123

Kernel of 2

Q rope r ve

afraid or Ve
Vers GVo
ah ra v Un

2 Crn intra vs
aus Va Vik


